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When it’s time to make a move a common question is should we buy or build a house? 
It is a smart question to ask yourself. There is no wrong answer unless you cave in and 
follow the crowd. Deciding to build or buy a house is a core question to grapple with 
before you put your money on the table.  

👪 It’s a Family Decision 
Unless you are single this decision is going to impact everyone. Are you are a single mom with 
a 7 year old or a multigenerational house with kids, parents, and grandparents all under one 
roof? This guide is designed to help you find your happy place. So, before you make a move 
make sure to talk with everyone in your household. 
 

🤔 Eliminate | Explore | Move Forward 
Knowing what you don’t want makes that forest of trees a lot easier to see through. By asking 
the right questions and writing down your answers the way for you will emerge as clear as day.  
 

💪 Central Command 
Have a spot where you keep this guide and recorded answers. Tape a poster board to the wall. 
Draw a Big T to divide the board. Make a heading on each side: one for ReSale Homes and 
another for New Homes. Then start to list your top things that you would get by purchasing new 
vs Used. 

 

👻 Hidden Facts 
I sold new homes for 8 years. Since then I have represented buyers in resale and new build 
contracts. There are hidden facts that you will want the answers to prior to inking the deal. Read 
through this guide and follow the process. Do these things and you won’t end up living in a 
house you wish you had not bought. 
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🔎 Find the answers to these Questions BEFORE You Build or 
Buy a House 
 

1. Are there any homes that you can look at built by them? 
2. What’s their track record? Check them out on the Arizona Registrar of 

Contractors . 
3. Dig around the web for reviews.  
4. How many homes have they built in your city this year? Last year? 
5. Who is the building superintendent in the area the builder is active in? How long 

have they been with the company? 
6. What are the included features in their communities? 
7. Do they build strictly from their own plans or can you submit your own design? 
8. How long does it take to complete the build from contract to finish? 
9. How much money up front is required? 
10.Find out details about the builders home warranty. 
11.Are they ok with you bringing your own inspector? 
12. Is there a HomeOwners Association in the community they are building at? 
13.Will the builder make customer requested modifications? 
14. Is the lot cost included in the price? 
15.Can you buy your own flooring, countertops, appliances or do you have to 

purchase from the builder? Will you get credits if you supply any of this? 
16.Does the builder insert a cost escalation clause into the agreement in case 

material or labor costs rise? 
17.Does the builder offer any bonuses for completed homes in their inventory? 

Appliance package, discount, etc? 
18.Does the builder offer an incentive to help with financing if you go with their 

preferred lender? If so, when does the rate get revealed to me and locked? 
19.Are you given a clear expectation of costs (in writing) before you sign a contract? 
20.Will the builder share a complete list of options for you top select from (with 

pricing)? 
21. If you decide to sign a contract to build make sure that the cost of each selected 

option is noted and tallied up in the final sales price. 

 

https://roc.az.gov/
https://roc.az.gov/
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👀 Why Buying an Older Home Might Makes Sense 
New is nice. Who wouldn’t like a new place? Nobody’s toenail clippings in the carpet. 
No funky smells. No stains to wonder about. You even get a warranty. There is so much 
to like about a new home. You can’t blame someone for deciding on a new home. 
Sometimes, though, buying an older home is the way to go. 
 

Here are our Nine Reasons to buy on the resale housing market 

 
1. Cost: Re-sale is almost always going to cost less up front. Emphasis on the up-front part 

of that statement. An older home that is out of warranty will start showing signs of wear 
and tear. Sooner or later you will be investing in less expensive things like, hardware 
replacement, paint, and lighting. Later, there will be the replacement costs of roofs, air 
conditioners, and major appliances. 

2. Noise: When you buy new there can be a lot of construction around your house for a 
long time. Builders start pounding nails at sun-up and t doesn’t stop until dusk on most 
days.  

3. Established Schools : Older neighborhoods have schools with a verifiable track record. 
New home communities often have new schools. Sometimes it takes years for a new 
school to become a great school that churns out top students. 

4. Architecture : The craftsmanship and detail that went into homes built in other eras is 
remarkable. For some, those charming elements cannot be done without. 

5. Trees: established trees create  canopy that won’t be present for over a decade in a new 
community.  

6. Bigger Yards : Older homes were often built on a generous lot. Today some homes are 
built so close together that you can practically walk across the rooftops from one to 
another. 

7. Location: As cities grow so does the outer ring of development. The older parts of a 
metropolitain are the middle. The newer communities are often times many miles from 
that center. If you don’t want a long drive to work a new home could be a mistake. 

8. Shopping: New stripmalls have their appeal. Don’t expect many mom and pop shops or 
restaurants that are not chains. If you like those kind of things an older home may be 
right for you. 

9. Family: If your extended family and core of friends live in Central Phoenix you might not 
want to be living in one of the other Phoenix metro cities. 
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Get an Expert Opinion 
 
I may be no Einstein, but I do know a thing or two about 
working with home builders and the resale market. They 
don’t call me the real estate jedi for nuthin... 
 
I sold homes for the builders  for nearly 10 years, so I 
know how to push their buttons.  
 
I work for FREE, kinda. Well, not really. Here’s the deal: 
when I represent you on a hom e purchase the seller pays 
me commission, 100%. There is no cost to you. So, it is, in 
fact, FREE to you.  
 

Answers Fast  
When you get hung up on the details I want you to feel free to contact me to get answers. 
 
🏇Send a man on a horse 
 
📱Text me 
 
📲 Call me 
 
📬Email me 
 
🔥Send smoke signals 
 
Just don’t hesitate. I’m here when you need me.  
 
(480) 442-3501   |   john@johncre.com 
 

 


